Manager Marketplace

The Future of Model
Access & Delivery
Model Portfolios / Solving the Access Dilemma

Ensure your
advisors have
access to
managers and
strategies that
fulfill investor
objectives.

Wealth Manager Challenge Overview

“Past performance is no indication of
future success.” How often do you
hear that phrase in the investment
management industry? Investment
performance, while extremely important,
only actually accounts for 20-30% of
manager selection.1
Manager selection at many wealth management firms is
a resource intensive endeavor with arduous due diligence
protocols and a lengthy manager contracting process.
Many firms build teams around manager selection to ensure
that the strategies they offer to their advisors are fully
vetted. The process by itself for one manager is lengthy
and resource intensive; multiply this exponentially and you
need an army of resources devoted to the function. While
many wealth managers want to accommodate their advisors
by granting access to all requested managers, they simply
may not have the resources to accommodate all requests.
How can wealth managers (broker dealers, advisors,
and bank trust firms) maintain advisor satisfaction while
controlling the operational burden of manager selection?
This e-book describes the key challenges faced by
sponsors and outlines how the Vestmark Manager
Marketplace™ (VMM) meets these challenges.

1 Source: http://awealthofcommonsense.com/2016/04/tales-from-manager-due-diligence/

Challenges to creating
advisor driven portfolios

Time
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Technology

Challenge #1:

Freely enabling advisor-driven portfolios
Wealth managers want to maintain home office control
while balancing advisor demand to flexibly craft their own
portfolios. The portfolio construction and UMA (Unified
Managed Account) processes for an advisor today
can be arduous and include a lot of time and paperwork.
How can wealth managers enable advisors to easily
create portfolios that achieve client objectives?

VMM Solution
The Vestmark Manager Marketplace™ is your allied partner.
Our platform will support the growth of your brand
and position your models at a reasonable rate, helping
you stay competitive.

Weighed
down by heavy
operational
burdens

Challenge #2:

Limited Resources &
Competing Priorities
In order to respect the way advisors want to service
their clients – and run their practice – you must provide
them with access to managers and strategies that align
with their objectives. This issue can also affect recruiting
and a wealth managers ability to onboard advisors with
an existing set of preferred managers and investment
strategies. Home office research teams have too little
time to manage hundreds of relationships with managers.
As a result, many are pulling back on the quantity of
investment strategies offered. Are you able to fulfill
advisor requests easily?

VMM Solution
VMM can do the heavy lifting of initially screening asset
managers, monitoring regulatory filings, collecting
and consolidating manager due diligence information,
contracting with and facilitating payment to all participating
managers. This allows your investment research teams
to focus on value-add research and manager assessment.
In addition, VMM can trade the manager models on
your behalf, further reducing the operational burden of
accessing manager models. Provide your advisors with
autonomy by giving them access to managers and
strategies that help them reach desired investor outcomes.
At the same time, preserve your operational resources.

2 Source: The Cerulli Edge. US Advisor Edition. “Top 10 Opportunity Issue”. 1Q 2016, Issue #50

Access to third party
model platforms usually
requires

Challenge #3:

High Minimums & High Fees
Many third-party platforms do not allow access to
managers and strategies without requiring a subscription.
Access to their platforms requires commitment and
minimums. Is there a way to preview and evaluate models
without committing to a platform?

Commitment
Minimums
Fees
VMM Solution
We provide you with access to a platform of models
without asking for commitment or fees. Moreover, we
are platform agnostic; we don’t care what you’re
using to manage and trade portfolios and respect the
economics of your business model.

Solution
Driven
Industry
Experts
Let’s talk.

Vestmark Manager Marketplace™

Our goal is to eliminate redundancy
and enhance transparency in the
access of manager intellectual capital.
Our marketplace is built on the premise that product
quality speaks for itself. We are not biased. We do not
promote product. We have created a network through
which managers and sponsors can seamlessly connect.
Our aim is to enhance the investment value chain to
enable investors to better their financial well-being.
If you’re a wealth manager seeking access to asset
managers and strategies at the click of a button as well
as lower fees and a more efficient process, connect with
us to learn more about how we can help.

Connect with us at
inquiry@vestmarkmm.com
To learn more visit
www.vestmarkmm.com

About Vestmark:
Headquartered outside of Boston, MA and founded in 2001, Vestmark is a leading provider of portfolio management/trading
solutions and outsourced services for financial institutions and their advisors, enabling them to efficiently manage and trade
customized client portfolios through an innovative SaaS platform. Supporting over $1.4 trillion in assets and 4.5 million accounts,
Vestmark is a trusted partner to some of the largest and most respected wealth management firms.
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